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Daath Gateway Books. Paperback. Condition: New. 316 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.7in.Seven hard-headed New York teenagers learn humanitys most sacred spiritualmetaphysical
knowledge in this esoteric comedy-drama. Vincent and his friends sit in detention, joking with Mr.
Lightman about their hatred for this world. Lightman hits them with juvenile jokes and antics until
their pain activates his higher multi-dimensional awareness. He schools them on unconditional
love, and their true Self The One behind their names, personalities and social status. Theyre
fascinated, but call him nave, saying that happiness only exists on a parallel planet called Earth 5. 0.
Meanwhile, within the 8th dimension of our reality, Aum and Auh are souls spiraling through the
layers of The Creators essence. They explore the densities, inner planes, and planets of the ribaK
star system. Heaven ends when they first experience fear, and are pulled into the third dimension.
They receive physical bodies from the Arcturian race of extraterrestrials, and are materialized into
Mr. Lightmans 7th-grade Manhattan classroom. Theyre told that they can return home if they guide
the young ones towards authentic spiritual enlightenment, and take them to Earth 5. 0. On a sevenstory, rainbow-colored spaceship, the children chill, dance, and...
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Reviews
Extensive manual for book fans. It really is simplified but surprises inside the fi y percent of your pdf. I realized this pdf from my dad and i advised this pdf
to discover.
-- Geoffr ey Wiz a
Very useful to all group of folks. This really is for all who statte there was not a worthy of reading. I am very happy to explain how this is the best pdf i have
study inside my personal life and can be he greatest book for actually.
-- Ma r celle Homenick
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